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CONCERT 5

Paul Richards
  Witch Doctor
Yuan-Chen Li
  Fauna Republic
Western Winds
  Scott Boerma, Conductor

Beth Ratay
  Helical Bricks
Coalescence Percussion Duo
  Judy Moonert and Greg Secor

George Chave
  Le Nez de L’esprit
Justin Writer
  Torque
WMU Trombone Choir
  Steve Wolfinbarger, Conductor

Derek M. Jenkins
  Boreas: The North Wind
University Concert Band
  David W. Montgomery, Conductor
Building emergencies will be indicated by flashing lights and spoken announcement within the seating area. If the notification is for fire, please exit the building immediately. The tornado safe area in Dalton Center is along the lockers in the brick hallway to your left as you exit to the lobby behind you. In any emergency, walk—do not run—to the nearest exit. Please turn off all cell phones and other electronic devices during the performance. Because of legal issues, any video or audio recording of this performance is forbidden without prior consent from the School of Music. Thank you for your cooperation.
WESTERN WINDS
Scott Boerma, Conductor

Paul Richards, Witch Doctor
Michael Gause, Trumpet
Max McNutt, Trumpet
Nathan VanderWerf, Trumpet
Josh Anderson, Trumpet
David Acton, Horn
Tylar Bullion, Trombone
Will Ford, Trombone
Jared Dalgleish, Trombone
Connor Clayton, Trombone
Jacob Cameron, Tuba
Alex Snyder, Drumset

Chen-Yuan Li, Fauna Republic
Heidi Keener, Flute/Piccolo
Heather Yates, Oboe
Emily Mikel, Clarinet/Bass Clarinet
Laura Diaz, Bassoon
Kaitlin Hasey, Horn
Judy Moonert, Percussion
Matthew Weirick, Percussion
Christopher Fosnot, Percussion
Connor McPherson, Percussion

WMU TROMBONE CHOIR
Steve Wolfinbarger, Conductor

Tenor Trombone
Jacob Blaylock
Franklin Brown
Tylar Bullion
Nathaniel Chiu
Connor Clayton
Catherine Conway
Jared Dalgleish
Nick Dewyer
Scott Dumas
Omar Elmusa
Will Ford
Ben Hahn
Kamryn Johnson
Laura Roth
Charlie Taft
Tim Wight

Bass Trombone
Connor Clayton
Gabriel Guglielmina
Vincente Hernandez
James Wilson

UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND
David W. Montgomery, Conductor
John Leonard, Graduate Assistant Conductor

Flute
Morgan Fleming, Principal
Casey Fitzpatrick
Rachel Butala
Bronte Spondike
Meredith Mason
Hannah Starr
Susana Delgado

Oboe
Jennifer Blake
Jared Hazen
Dylan Tanner

English Horn
Jennifer Blake

Clarinet
Nicole Summers, Principal
Carly Crusius
Peter Barczak
Victoria Wilhelm
Alex Kao
Alyssa Hucko
Dominic Reame
Stephanie Ondrace
Jordan Caldwell
Morgan Kelenske
Katrina Marek
Josh Smith
Alyssa Stanfield
Alex Ensing, assisting

Bass Clarinet
Claire Van Der Bosch

Bassoon
Emily Mastenbrook, Principal
Jonathan Holder

Alto Saxophone
Nicole Peters, Principal
Katherine Aldrich
Jeff Grassl
Keiley Vieau

Tenor Saxophone
Ross Peterson

Baritone Saxophone
Russell Goodrich

Trumpet
Tony Peña, Principal
David Alessandrini
Keelin Reid
Tyler Miles
Alexander Stuive
Jalynda Smith
Noah Miller
Evan Stimpson
Matt Garrett
Liam Breen
Teresa Satawa

Horn
Raine Kuch, Principal
Christian MacCartney
Cherylyn Lamphear
Alexa Telfer
Victoria Sherry

Trombone
Ben Hahn, Principal
Laura Roth
Catherine Conway
Scott Dumas
Jacob Blaylock
Chris Broene
Brandon Busk
Mark Bayha

Bass Trombone
Franklin Brown

Euphonium
Lauren Birkmeier, Principal
Andie Lastomirsky

Tuba
Ian Gould, Principal
Joseph Arendt
Sean Hennessy

Timpani
Jeffrey Wetherford III

Percussion
Margaret Racine, Principal
Brody Roland
Alex Martinelli
Olivia Catherman
Ryan Milka
Carter Way, assisting

Piano
Ryan Milka

Double Bass
Neal Lensenmeyer, assisting
UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC BAND
Scott Boerma, Conductor
Laura Zilhaver, Graduate Assistant
  Conductor

Flute
Heidi Keener, Principal
Trey Sims
Elizabeth Klein
Brittany Bissa
Sarah Bortz
Monica Hudson

Oboe
Brittney Eyerly
Marcus Jackson
Heather Yates

Clarinet
Emily Mikel, Principal
Jacob Murfin
Chloe Heintz
Taylor Nawrot
Jon Kirshenbaum
Lindsey Streeter
Tyler Conway
Emily Herbert
Amy Bliesener
Victoria Wilhelm

Bass Clarinet
Bradley Coleman
Jeffrey Wetherford III

Bassoon
Laura Diaz, Principal
Marissa Peak
Kathy Hernandez

Alto Saxophone
Huizhong Pi
Andrew Keating

Tenor Saxophone
Chase Griffin

Baritone Saxophone
Joshua Haugen

Trumpet
Michael Gause, Co-Principal
Hannah Nicholson, Co-Principal
David Frazier
Sam Gustavson
Claire Langejans
Zachary Ploeger
Joshua Anderson
Tyler Cornwall
Max McNutt, assisting

Horn (alphabetical)
David Acton
Benjamin Arking
Stephen Blanco
Nick Cramer
Kaitlin Hosey
Jasmine Joubran

Trombone
Tylar Bullion, Principal
Tim Wight
Omar Elmusa
Nathaniel Chiu

Bass Trombone
Gabriel Guglielmina
James Wilson

Euphonium
Jared Johnston, Principal
Ross Redmond

Tuba
Thomas Huffmaster, Principal
George Brown
Jay Bennett

Timpani
Chris Fosnot, Co-Principal
Connor McPherson, Co-Principal

Percussion
Matthew Weirick, Principal
Chris Fosnot
Connor McPherson
Jacob Ripmaster
Carter Way
Spencer Gravel, assisting

Double Bass
Neal Lensenmayer